What is skin tolerance?

Skin tolerance is how much time your skin can stand to be under pressure before damage starts to occur. Each person’s skin tolerance is different. Some people may need to relieve pressure very often, others may not have to do it as often, but they still need to do it!

Skin tolerance changes if you are sick, not eating well, have changes in posture or you change the surface you sit or lie on. Inspect your skin more frequently under these circumstances.

How do I know what my skin can tolerate?

When you were in the hospital, the staff worked with you daily to help you build skin tolerance and know what limits your skin can handle. Discuss skin tolerance with your physician or seating specialist if you have questions.

The increase in redness of your skin after applying pressure (the first sign of a pressure sore) and the amount of time it takes for the redness to fade will tell you what your skin can tolerate and whether to increase your time between pressure reliefs.

Remember, no matter how many hours you sit in a wheelchair, you need to move yourself every 15 to 30 minutes.

How do I know if I can increase sitting time or time in one position?

- Building up skin tolerance is a gradual process. You can build skin tolerance for any position, lying down or sitting, by following these steps:
- Lie in one position for the amount of time advised by your doctor.
- Look at your skin. Test if the pink areas of you skin turn white when touched.
- Stay off the area until the redness or pinkness clears completely.
- If redness or pinkness clears in 15-30 minutes, you may increase your time between pressure reliefs or turning by 30 minutes.
- If redness or pinkness does not clear in 15-30 minutes, do not increase your time between pressure reliefs or turning.
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